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Contact center consulting.
Technology alone can’t solve your problems. Only the implementation of processes and practices that compliment and are aligned 
with your technology solutions can deliver the operations efficiency you require. Our contact center operations and productivity 
experts help you to see and understand what you do well, what you can improve and how other organizations with similar challenges 
have produced excellent results. We show you the industry’s best practices and help you implement the strategies required to meet 
your business goals.

Integrate your contact center with the rest of your organization.
Your contact center shouldn’t be an island in the middle of your organization. Instead, it should be a properly placed and strategically 
integrated component in your overall business processes. Every time a customer calls, sends an email, requests a chat or is 
contacted by your organization, a business process should be initiated that includes the contact center as a component. Be it billing, 
sales, or a customer complaint, the right person, process and system in your organization should be involved. At inConcert we don't 
just provide technology. We also give you the knowledge you need to integrate and focus all of the necessary components of your 
organization into solutions that are aligned with your business strategy.

EAI, BPI, BPA, BPM.
For more than 25 years, inConcert’s team of business consultants has specialized in the Enterprise Applications Integration (EAI), 
and the modeling, integration and automation of business processes (BPM, BPI and BPA). The know-how we have built allows us to 
design and implement highly efficient, and profitable contact center solutions that deliver a superior customer experience.

inConcert Business Consulting services cover three areas of action that 
make it possible to assemble technology, processes, people and systems 
to help you achieve your goals.

The main objective in a contact center operation is to 
improve the experience, and therefore the loyalty and 
profitability of your customers, while maximizing 
productivity.
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inConcert delivers full-IP, premise-based and hosted, cross-industry, all-included contact-center solutions, which help organizations 
to increase productivity, decrease operational costs, and earn customer loyalty. Each solution is customized using our proprietary 

contact-center software, specialized systems integration technology and professional services.
For more information, please visit www.inConcertCC.com


